Well – Being
W.B. Yeates said “Too much sacrifice makes a stone of the heart”. Early Years teacher wellbeing is very important, because we all know for sure that the best way to care for others is to
first care for yourself. Caring for yourself is not always easy, practitioners have so much to
do in an ever more complex job and may have family and life cares also. The Federation are
committed to providing resources for their members that focus on well- being.
Aistear (The Early Years Curriculum Framework, NCCA, 2009) tells us that children should
be strong, psychologically and socially. If we are to be strong so that in turn children can be
strong, we need to develop resilience and well-being amongst ourselves.
https://curriculumonline.ie/getmedia/9b3d9317-bf89-452c-87fc5d55fb05bde7/ECSEC01_Wellbeing.pdf
H.S.E – Well- Being
We include links to Caring for Yourself on the HSE.ie website.
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/healthwellbeing/

Mindfulness
This section will include some information on mindfulness. Dr. Roberta Hines from the
Federation committee has developed a free short mindfulness course for members. Dr. Hines

as a Montessori provider is acutely aware that the Early Childhood sector is currently under a

heavy burden of anxiety.
Nature
Nature and exercise have been recognised in research as a key factor in maintaining and
improving well-being, (Bowler et al 2008). Ireland is full of the most beautiful places to walk
and run and we would welcome links to walks in your area – Recommended Walks.
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Care of the Body –

The title of the book by Bessel van der Kolk resonates with many of us, our bodies get tired
and need restoration and care. The Federation have committed to include access to and
information about holistic self-care courses and products on this website.

